2019 Corolla Hatchback

AMPLIFY EVERY DRIVE
PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED INTERIOR

The available leather-trimmed sport seats with contrast stitching and leather-wrapped shift knob hint at the fun-to-drive performance, while piano-black accents add a level of refinement that elevates every drive.

XSE shown in Cyan and XSE interior shown in Black. Prototypes shown with options.
XSE shown in Cyan with available 18-in. alloy wheels. Prototype shown with options.
The first thing you notice in the driver’s seat is the standard 8-in. touch-screen display equipped with Apple CarPlay™ compatibility. Once your hands grip the steering wheel, you’ll discover the mounted paddle shifters for the available Dynamic Shift-CVT — an innovative feat of engineering that combines the immediate response of a fixed First gear with the efficiency of a Continuously Variable Transmission (CVT). And with an available intelligent rev-matching manual transmission, Corolla Hatchback will raise your expectations of what a Corolla can be.
SHIFT YOUR EXPECTATIONS

With an all-new 168-hp 2.0-liter Dynamic Force Engine, chrome tailpipe diffuser and available 18-in. machined alloy wheels, Corolla Hatchback delivers on both looks and performance, while our updated Toyota Safety Sense™ (TSS) 2.0 ups the ante on standard safety technology. But the real star of the show is its next-generation platform, which provides a lighter, more rigid body with a lower center of gravity and optimized suspension geometry for a driving dynamic that begs to be driven.

Left to right: XSE shown in Cyan and XSE shown in Blizzard Pearl. Prototypes shown with options. 1. Drivers are responsible for their own safe driving. Always pay attention to your surroundings and drive safely. System effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and vehicle conditions. See Owner’s Manual for additional limitations and details. 2. Extra-cost color.
XSE shown in Blizzard Pearl. Prototype shown with options. 1. Extra-cost color.